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"Founded in Western Canada by ANC Cannabis Inc., 34 Street Seed Co breeds

quality genetics for growers who want the best. With a wide selection of

offerings, 34 Street Seed Co is bringing together quality products and expertise,

to cultivate the highest success rate for our customers.

34 Street Seed Co revolves around genetics, including seeds, cloning and tissue

culture. This means we specialize in one area of cultivation which keeps our

quality control incredibly high and mitigates risk of error. Boasting an

impressive germination rate from numerous tests, 34 Street Seed Co offers

stable and consistent quality through our range of products."

Featured on 34 Street Seed Co's Website...

The Learning Centre



Seed Germination

Make sure the seeds are away from any light, moisture and high temperatures.

It is best to keep them in an air tight opaque container in a regulated

temperature area like your fridge or cellar.

Germination is the �rst and most important step to starting your grow! Please

follow our suggested method below for the best results.

1. Use water PH'D to 6 to dampen a piece of paper towel (it should be wet but

not dripping).

2. Fold the piece of paper towel �at in your seed case (recommended). Place

seeds on the paper towel at least 2 inches apart. Cover gently with remaining

paper towel and close the seed case.

3. Place in a warm, dark area (25-28C) like the top shelf of a cupboard or on-top

of the fridge. Keep away from strong lights & the cold.

4. Check your seeds every 12 to 24 hours.

5. Germination can take 2-3 days or even up to a week for some seeds (natural

variability). You will see the seed split and a taproot appear.

6. Once the taproot is showing noticeably, it is time to plant the sprouted

seeds!

We do not suggest using the following methods as they may result in a poor

germination rate. Do not plant your ungerminated seeds directly into your

medium as a number of issues can arise preventing germination. Do not soak

your seeds, if done for too long you can drown the seeds preventing

germination.

Seedling Stage

The seedling stage is probably when the plant is most vulnerable to

experiencing growth issues and chances of failure. A few things to consider is

to make sure the pot you have the seed planted in has very good drainage and

you very sparsely water your plant and to only add more when you notice the

soil is completely dried out. overwatering is one of the most common issues

seedlings are effected from.

Always be sure to start your plant indoors at �rst and if using a growing light

to keep the light about 6" away from the plant (depending on how powerful it

is).

Humidity is a key factor as well as seedling plants prefer high humidity levels,

this will change through the plants life cycles.



If you notice your plant stretching to very tall heights with a thining stock it is

a key indicator that the seedling is not getting enough light, you will need to

either bring the light closer, increase how much light time the plant is getting

or potentially look into a more powerful growing light.

You can also add a small fan onto the seedlings to help them strengthen their

stock muscles which will help with future growth.

Veg Stage

You know you have gotten into veg after about 3 weeks of seedling stage and

the plant looks to have stabled out. If you have started in a smaller pot now

would be a good time to transplant to a larger home, we like to suggest using

10 - 20 gallon cloth pots for better drainage and to make sure your plant does

not get root bound.

At this point if growing indoors you will want to keep your lighting schedule

set to 18 hours on and 6 hours off, be sure to check your tent? growing area for

extra light leakage when the room is dark, this can effect future growth. If

growing outdoors you will want to slowly acclimate your plant to the outdoors

by bringing it outside for short periods and slowly extending this until it is

ready to live outdoors (note this should only be done when the weather has

become warm enough out and your nighttime temps are staying around the 17

to 20 degrees Celsius mark).

During Veg most growers want to try to keep their plants as bushy and grow

more vertically as possibly and not have it grow straight up like a tree. A

number of things can be done to help this be done. Topping - is a process of

actually cutting the top of the plant at a node to encourage the growth of more

stocks instead of just the one.

LST (low stress Training) techniques can be tie downs where you physically tie

the plants branches down towards the ground training the plant to grow

outwards more than straight up, another option is by setting up a Trellis.

HST (high Stress training) can be like stem breaking where you very gently

twist the branch stems ever so much breaking the insides so it grows back

stronger, Please be sure to watch a video before attempting.



Early Flower Stage

When growing indoors you can �ip your plant into �owering by changing your

lighting schedule from 18 hours on to 12 hours on a day, if growing outdoors

you will see this happen later in the summer naturally when the days start to

get shorter (usually around August depending on your location). When your

plant starts to go into �ower there are a few things to expect, 1.  You will begin

to notice little hairs start to appear these are just the beginning of what will

become bud sites. 2.  The plant will start to stretch quite a bit, using tie downs

or a trellis can help if your growing indoors. 3.  Your plant will start to get

thirsty! keep an eye on your medium as with all that stretch she will be drinking

a lot more. This is the perfect time as well to double check the sex of your plant,

34 Street Seeds are 99% feminized but there is always a rare chance you could

�nd a male plant in your grow, and if you do it is best to remove the plant

before it has the chance to pollinate and lower the potency of your other plants.

You can distinguish male and female plants by checking the nodes and seeing if

it has developed calyx with pistil hairs (female) or banana shaped pollen sacks

(males).



Late Flower Stage

When your plant is in late �ower there's a few things we like to suggest before

being ready for harvest. One thing we suggest especially if you are using any

form of grow nutrients with your plant is to �ush it 2 weeks prior to harvesting

using straight water PH'd to 6 and for the �nal 2 weeks just use water to feed

your plant with no nutrients. Knowing when your plant is ready for harvest is

tricky, we like to suggest keeping a detailed record of your grow so you know

how many weeks it has been, you can �nd how many weeks of �ower each

genetic usually has on its page. You can also tell it's ready by using a jewelers

loop to check the trichomes. Trichomes are the small hair like outgrowths that

will develop on your leaves and buds of your plant, they tend to resemble sugar

or snow. As your grow progresses they will slowly change from being

transparent to becoming milky white and then amber in maturity. We usually

like to suggest harvesting when you see about 30%-40% of the trichomes have

turned to this amber colour and the rest are milky white.



Start Growing!

34 Street Seed Starter Kit

The 34 Street Seed Starter Kit is the

essential kit for any new or

Drying and Curing

When your plant is ready to come down you will �rst need to dry it out.

We suggest hang drying your plant in a dark room that has the temperature

around 15-20 degrees C and have the humidity between 55-65%. You can also

trim dry which is the process when you trim your buds while they are wet and

then placing them onto racks to dry (most prefer hang drying). The drying

process can usually take about 1 week but check your plant often to make sure

it has properly dried out.

Curing your grow is an integral step to make sure you have tasty aromatic

cannabis. To cure you will need an airtight container like mason jars, C-vault or

even grove bags as well a Boost or Boveda 55-65% humidity pack and keep it in

a dark area with cool temperatures as sunlight can degrade cannabis. You will

also need to burp your container to release moisture and replenish oxygen once

a day for the �rst week. We suggest curing for at least 2 weeks prior to

sampling your grow but the longer the better in most cases. Curing helps

break down chlorophyll which gives it it's grassy smell/ harsh taste leaving you

with a smoother smoke.



experienced grower. This value-

friendly pack brings everything you

need to start your grow including a

250ml bottle of specially designed

Ibex GRO Seed buffered nutrients

that will support your plant to get

started for the �rst 6 weeks or 238

liters of feeding. Also included are 4

Coco growing blocks perfect for

starting your grow in, 1 eye dropper

measuring tool, 4 Custom plant tags

to label your plants and �nally a full

educational brochure that will guide

you from your �rst germination

steps all the way to harvest and

curing. Everything you need to start

your grow all conveniently in one kit.

*Seeds not included

The Starter Kit and select seeds are available

at 8th Street, 22nd Street, and Prince Albert.
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Prince Albert

180 17th Street West

Prince Albert, SK

S6V 3X5

Store Hours:

Saturday-Tuesday: 11am-9pm

Wednesday-Friday: 11am-10pm 

Contact:  (306) 970-1199

Elbow

356-B Saskatchewan Street

Elbow, SK

S0H 1J0

Seasonal Store Hours:

Tuesday-Friday: 11am-7pm

Saturday: 12pm-5pm

Sunday & Monday: Closed

Contact:  (306) 854-0004

Regular Pricing: $36

Loyalty Member Pricing: $32.40

Taxes included. While supplies last.

tel:(306) 970-1199
tel:(306) 854-0004


Saskatoon - 8th Street

1002 8th Street East

Saskatoon, SK

S7H 0R9

Store Hours:

Sunday-Tuesday: 10am-9pm

Wednesday-Saturday: 10am-10pm

Contact:  (306) 954-0315

Saskatoon - 22nd Street

#4-604 22nd Street West

Saskatoon, SK

S7M 5W1

Store Hours:

Sunday-Tuesday: 10am-9pm

Wednesday-Saturday: 10am-10pm

Contact:  (306) 954-7784
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